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Why do we need statewide maps?

Problem
No comprehensive statewide spatial data for 

most species
Relevance
Limited resources & limited funding so… 
 need prioritization to optimize efficacy of 

treatments
 need to obtain funding
(Remember the YST map?)



The power of a map…



Occurrence data vs. Quad data

Occurrence data
(points, lines and polygons)

Quad data
(mapped by expert opinion)

Resolution: +/- 10 meters
(Highly accurate)

Resolution: 1 quad (40,000 acres)
(Generalized)

Information on specific project areas 
(broken/intermittent coverage)

Information on entire state (continuous 
coverage)

No Absence data (usually) Absence data

Sensitivity on private lands Less sensitivity for private lands

Harder to record exact info from your 
brain

Easier to record general info from your 
brain

Occurrence data
(Points, lines and polygons)

Quad data
(mapped by expert opinion)

Neither dataset is exclusive
both work together

to form a statewide system



Benefits of Statewide Maps
Absence/Early Detection



Benefits of Statewide Maps

Leading Edges



Benefits of Statewide Maps

Outlier Populations



Benefits of Statewide Maps

Document ranges for a species



Cal-IPC Statewide Mapping Goals

1. Generate statewide maps of weed 
distribution by USGS quadrangle by 
interviewing local experts

2. Model projected weed distribution
3. Allow online queries and analysis of 

current and projected weed distribution
4. Promote statewide mapping campaign 

that includes data sharing / data 
interoperability



“Quad Mapping” 
Overview



What

Generate statewide weed distribution data
– identify early detection opportunities, 

leading edges, outlier populations and new 
ranges of species not already described by 
herbaria

– track changes over time

data type: presence/absence/spread/treatment
data source: “expert opinion”

How do we do this?



Where/When
Mapping Program Team 
Accomplishments

– Collected information 
for ~50 species from 16 
counties
– Planned meetings with 
12 counties
–November-May are 
slated for lots of data 
gathering
–The meetings have been 
fun!



Who

Growing the staff- from 1 person
Elizabeth Brusati

to 5!

Dana Morawitz
Cynthia Powell
Falk Schutzenmeister
… and joining us later this month, 
Suzanne Harmon



How
Qualitative Data Collection Diagram



“Quad Mapper”
Demo



Data Collection Tool
a.k.a. Quad Mapper

In 2010-2011 our primary focus is data 
collection.  We will be attending 
meetings with you, the experts, to create 
statewide maps.

After 2011, our primary focus will be 
encouraging stakeholders to keep this 
information up to date.  



Define area that experts know and can mapDemo



Demo Select the species to map



Demo Populate the predominant trend of the species



Demo Refine the distribution for that species using quads, 
watersheds, ecoregions or public lands



Demo Refine the distribution for that species using quads, 
watersheds, ecoregions or public lands



Demo Populate abundance, spread and treatment in one 
criteria per the qualitative data collection diagram



Statewide maps of 
Existing Weed Distribution

Existing Distribution
Centaurea maculosa (spotted knapweed)

“baseline dataset”



Model Projected Distribution



Projected Distribution



Program Results:
Queries and Analysis

Online



Existing Distrib.+Projected Distrib.
= Program Results

Combine to answer questions like:
 What's here?
 What's on the move?
 What's on the way?



 What’s ripe for containment?

 What’s ripe for eradication?

Existing Distrib.+Projected Distrib.
= Program Results



Statewide Mapping Campaign



How you can help:

1. Share your data annually

Cal-IPC is working in partnership with Calflora and 
Bay Area Early Detection Network (BAEDN) to 
provide statewide mapping resources.

2. Share your expert 
knowledge



Find us in your
registration
packet



Questions?



Thank you to all of you,
regional experts & data contributors!

Cal ifornia
Invasive Plant
Counci l

Cal-IPC is an equal-opportunity provider

…and thank you to our funders
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